
Our products are never tested on 
animals, and quality will never be 
compromised.
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DW 5*

GY 1

CREAM FOUNDATION
From a sheer natural look to a flawless full coverage finish, this versatile 
foundation holds up beautifully under the most extreme conditions. Custom 
formulated for ultra-smooth blending and ease of application. Ideal for all skin 
types. Available in compact, refill and palette.

WB 2 WB 3* WB 4 WB 5*

CB 2 CB 3* CB 4 CB 5* DC 5*GY 3GY 2

YG 3YG 2YG 1

Refill fits 1.5"
Refillable Compact
and a variety of
empty palettes

*Available in refill only

Compact with
sponge included

FACE PRIMER
Prep and prime the skin to create a smooth canvas or mix this silky, 
lightweight primer into products for a sheer, natural finish. Apply directly 
to the skin prior to foundation or mix into foundation for a creamier 
consistency.

L1 L3L2 L4

M1 M3M2
D1 D3D2

LIQUID FOUNDATION
Rich and creamy liquid foundation contains premium quality ingredients, offering a 
smooth flawless finish with a luxurious feel. Hydrating with natural aloe vera and shea 
butter, this lightweight formula evens out the skin while allowing it to breathe. Buildable 
and easy to blend with a brush or sponge.



BRONZER
Sheer pressed powder bronzers add a warm glow to any skin tone. Dust lightly 
over the entire face for just a hint of color or intensify application to create more 
dramatic effects. The perfect finishing touch for any look.

Sunshine
(shimmer)

Endless Summer
(matte)

Compact with brush included

LOOSE POWDER
A finely-milled powder that creates a beautifully soft, smooth finish. So ultralight 
that it stays on the skin’s surface without settling into fine lines. The silky-smooth 
formula applies evenly and comes in a spectrum of delicate tones from no color at all 
to a deep, rich brown. Perfect for setting foundation. A must-have to conquer shine.

Zero
(Colorless)

Shell Buttercream

Desert Suede

DUAL FINISH PRESSED MINERAL POWDER
A lightweight, talc-free pressed powder that creates a silky-smooth finish. Use with 
a brush to set foundation or with a sponge for more coverage. Ideal for touching up 
make-up throughout the day.

DFL 1 DFL 2 DFM 1

DFM 2 DFD 1 DFD 2
Compact with brush included
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Taupe Auburn Rich Brown Black Black Forest Vintage Fossil

EYE PENCIL
This versatile formula is soft enough to line the eyes,  
yet firm enough to define brows. Pencil glides on effort-
lessly, whether lining eyes precisely or shaping and filling 
in brows.

Refill fits 1" Refillable Compact and  
a variety of empty palettes Brown Black

CAKE EYELINER
A long-lasting, water-activated liner known for its 
precision and versatility. The make-up experts’ choice 
that’s perfect for everyday use. Create subtle or dramatic 
looks effortlessly with this professional quality eyeliner.

Clear

BROW FIX
Keep brows groomed and gorgeous with this 
non-flaking gel formula. Use directly on the 
brows with the convenient brush applicator or 
apply with disposable mascara wand. Squeezable 
tube is ideal for pros.

Refill fits 1"
Refillable Compact
and a variety of
empty palettes

EYEBROW CREAM
Create precise, ultra-fine hair strokes and achieve perfect  
brows with this uniquely formulated long-wear cream 
that glides on smoothly and evenly. The smudge-resistant  
formula is a must for natural looking brows.

Ash Cinnamon BarkStraw

Velvet consistency and lushly pigmented color glides on smoothly and evenly, wet or 
dry. Developed for lasting results, this silky formula is available in a variety of matte 
and shimmer shades—from bright and vibrant to soft and natural.
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EYE COLOR

Ice Honeysuckle Dulce de Leche SunsetOpal Sky

VoodooDeco MidnightTinselGraphite

Galaxy Brownstone Cashmere Pixie Pink Grapefruit

Firebrick Cajun SpicePomegranate Pink Illusion Vineyard

ShamrockTea Tree Moss

Chamois Canyon Espresso Sienna
(Demi-Matte)

DaisySunflower Bronzed Spanish GoldPyramid

Bone Apricot WheatCanvas

Taupe Smoked Sapphire PavementOnyx

Berrywood Semisweet SedonaVelvetine

Refill fits 1" Refillable Compact  
and a variety of empty palettes



VOLUMIZING MASCARA
Rich in pigment for even coverage and lush with 
fibers to maximize and lengthen for volumizing 
results. Brush applicator allows ultra-smooth 
application and control for individual users, 
whether creating a subtle daytime look or 
glamorous evening eyes. Squeezable tube is ideal 
for professionals and everyday use.

EYELASHES

301301

201201

202202

103103

106106

107107

105105

Short flare lashes are 
perfect for a natural lift 
to the outer corners of 
the eyes. Flares can also 
be added to sparse areas 
to create fuller, thicker 
lashes.

Individual lashes are 
designed for filling in 
areas of the lash line that 
are sparse or thin. The 
use of single lashes allow 
you to customize how 
full you want the lashes 
to appear.

Make eyes stand out in  
the crowd using these 
thick dramatic strip 
lashes.

Medium flare lashes are 
used to create fullness 
and length to the natural 
lash line. Adding flares 
to the outer corners of 
the eyes gives a "cat eye" 
effect, adding a touch of 
drama to the eyes.

Natural looking lash 
strips give the eyes 
subtle enhancement 
for everyday use or any 
special occasion.

These long thick eyelashes 
are all about drama. They 
are rich and voluminous 
for those who really want 
to make a statement. 

Perfect for adding drama 
to any natural look, 
these lashes add length 
and fullness and can be 
used to create bolder 
eyelashes. Combine with 
a thick layer of mascara 
to really stand out.

Black Black

WATER-RESISTANT MASCARA
Lengthening, pigment-rich formula is water-resistant 
and offers all day, smudge-free wear. Removes easily 
with any cleanser or make-up remover. Squeezable 
tube is ideal for professionals and everyday use.



CHEEK COLOR
Versatile pressed powder  
cheek colors formulated with  
pigment-rich ingredients 
for a smooth, even finish. 
Available in a spectrum 
of shades – from soft and 
natural to bright and bold 
– that adds warmth and 
intensity to all skin tones.

Sweet Cheeks

Warm Bisque Rose PetalBubblegum

Cool Mauve BerryPoppy

Spark 
(Illuminator)

Garnet

Glow

Soft Peach

Pumpkin Rose BeigeRusset Brick

Gingerbread

COLOR CREME
Sheer, non-greasy cheek and lip color adds a fresh glow 
to the skin. Use alone to create natural warmth or over 
foundation for a colorful finish. Creates glowing color 
that appears to radiate naturally through the skin.

CheeksCheeks  

Refill fits 1.5" Refillable  
Compact and a variety  
of empty palettes
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Shine
(Clear)

Magnolia Cantaloupe

SHEER LIPSTICK
Luscious lipsticks in an array of 
translucent colors complement any 
skin tone, from extra-light to rich 
and dark. Ultra-emollient formula 
leaves lips feeling soft and supple.

SATIN LIPSTICK
Luxurious formula with emollient-
rich, non-drying ingredients, leave 
lips feeling soft, smooth and supple. 
Provides long-lasting color with a 
smooth, opaque matte finish. Available 
in an elegant selection of lush, deep 
colors.

LIP PENCIL
Richly pigmented pencils are soft 
enough to shade the entire lip, yet 
firm enough to line and define with 
precision. The long-lasting color glides 
on smoothly and easily. Creamy enough 
to mix colors and create your own 
shade.

LIP GLOSS
Rich, luminous gloss leaves lips feeling 
smooth and hydrated with radiant 
shine. Glides on easily, never leaving 
lips feeling sticky or heavy. Use alone 
for a sheer wash of color or layer over 
lipstick to enhance the shade.

LIP GLAZE
Light, emollient glazes deliver a burst 
of sheer, glossy color that’s smooth 
and never sticky. Stash the squeezable 
tube in a handbag for a quick sweep of 
color on the go or use a brush for more 
precise application.

EggplantJust Peachy

Mai Tai

Rose Clay

Sandy BeachStargazer

Blackberry Lady BugRustic

BurlesquePuckerCharm Idol

HavanaLucky Paradise

SoleilFlirt

Natural

MauveBrick

Mahogany

Struck

Red HeliotropePeony

Ember EnchantedAura
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HD AIR LIQUID MAKE-UP
This buildable, lightweight silicone formula applies 
seamlessly in thin layers with an airbrush, sponge or a 
traditional make-up brush. Available in 22 shades and 
developed to match a variety of MUD cream products. 
Suitable for all skin types.

HD AIR PRO SET
This set includes all 22 HD Air Liquid Make-up shades 
and is ideal for students and professionals. Available in one 
convenient box set.

AIRBRUSH 1 KIT
The perfect starter kit for students or profes-
sionals who already own or have access to an air 
compressor.
Includes:  
/   Dual Action Airbrush  
/   Airbrush Cleaning Station  
/   Cleaning Brush Kit  
/   HD Air Pro Set

AIRBRUSH 2 KIT
Complete with an air compressor and dual-action airbrush, this kit has 
everything students or professionals need to provide complete airbrush 
services. 
Includes:  
/   Dual Action Airbrush 
/   Air Compressor 
/   Airbrush Cleaning Station 
/   Cleaning Brush Kit 
/   HD Air Pro Set

Black Blue Fresh BruiseMaroon Mustard Olive Green Red White 

WB 2 WB 3 WB 4

CB 3CB 2 CB 4 CB 5

YG 1 YG 3 GY 3GY 2

DW 5

TulipSweet Cheeks

LightShading 4 Black 

Blue 

Mustard Olive Green 

Red 

White 

CHARACTER/FX WHEELS
CFX Wheels are designed for creating a variety of injuries including cuts and 
bruises environments. These innovative color wheels will help you achieve 
a wide range of unique character looks. Shades may also be used as color 
adjusters for cream or liquid products.

CFX WHEEL #1  
This combination of colors may be used for cuts,  
burns and aged injuries such as bruising.

CFX WHEEL #2  
These shades are ideal for creating  
fresh bruises and injuries. 
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12-HOLE PALETTE
This slim and professional palette holds 
up to ten 1" refills for the eyes. Ideal for 
pros to keep colors neat and organized. 
Refillable & eco-conscious.

10-HOLE PALETTE
This slim and professional palette 
holds up to ten 1.5" refills for the 
cheeks and face. Ideal for pros to keep 
colors neat and organized. Refillable & 
eco-conscious.

4-HOLE PALETTE
This conveniently sized palette holds 
up to four 1" refills for the eyes. 
Perfect for traveling or carrying in a 
make-up bag for touch-ups. Refillable & 
eco-conscious.

UNIVERSAL PALETTE
This travel-friendly palette has a 
free-form magnetic open base that 
holds a variety of combinations 
of refills. Perfect for professional 
or everyday use. Refillable & 
eco-conscious.

4-WELL WHEEL
The compact wheel is a convenient size  
with a screw top to secure product.  
Contains four compartments for cream 
products and is perfect for custom  
blending and storing colors.

PROFESSIONAL 
PALETTE
This magnetically hinged palette holds 
up to eight 1.5” cream or powder refill 
pans and is uniquely designed to be 
stacked in order to maximize space. 
The cover is completely removable and 
transparent so artists can see colors 
easily. Refillable & eco-conscious.

35-WELL PALETTE
Conveniently store up to 35 of your 
favorite lipsticks and cream products 
in this sleek plastic palette. Great for 
organizing customized colors for easy 
access, especially when performing 
services on location.
*Never melt products into palette - 
always scoop from container.

1" REFILLABLE 
COMPACT
Sleek, uniquely shaped compact fits a 
single 1" refill for the eyes. Great for 
travel. Refillable & eco-conscious.

1.5" REFILLABLE 
COMPACT
Sleek, uniquely shaped compact fits a 
single 1.5" cream or powder refill. Great 
for travel. Refillable & eco-conscious.

* Note: Palettes are sold empty. Please see Eyes, Cheeks and Face 
   section for available refill colors.

 Palettes Palettes
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TWEEZERS
These precision-crafted, stainless steel 
slant tweezers allow for a perfect grip 
for removing any unwanted hair.

PENCIL SHARPENER
Creates the perfect point for lip and eye 
pencils. Metal blade works smoothly 
and easily with precision. Convenient 
cleaning stick helps to remove product 
from blade and inside sharpener.

STAINLESS STEEL 
PALETTE
Reusable, stainless steel mixing palette  
is a must-have for blending colors and  
other make-up products.

PALETTE KNIFE
Stainless steel palette knife is  
a must-have for removing cream 
make-up and other products from pots 
and palettes quickly and easily. Protects 
make-up from cross-contamination.

EYELASH CURLER
Create perfectly curled lashes with 
this professional stainless steel eyelash 
curler. The specially designed arch 
creates an even curl without creasing. 
One replacement silicone pad included.

HAIR SCISSORS
These professional quality stainless 
steel shears are perfect for trimming 
natural or synthetic hair for a variety of 
character looks.

DISPOSABLE 
MASCARA WANDS
Create flawless lashes and prevent 
cross-contamination using individual 
disposable mascara wands. Universal 
to any lash type with a flexible tip 
for easy application. 25 pieces per 
package.

SPRAY BOTTLE (2 oz)
Keep liquids organized and separated.  
Conveniently sized for travel and fits 
perfectly into any  professional kit or 
cosmetic bag.

MAKE-UP SPONGES
(12 PRE-CUT SPONGES)

Create a flawless look effortlessly with 
these specially designed, disposable 
professional make-up sponges. Unique 
shape offers extra surfaces and density 
keeps cream products from absorbing 
into sponge. Use wet or dry for a 
smooth, even application. Made from 
natural and synthetic latex.

DOUBLE POINT 
COTTON TIP 
APPLICATORS
Professional quality, double sided point 
tip applicators are a must-have for any 
make-up application. The firm, pointed 
tips allow for precise application and 
blending, giving ultimate control. 200 
swabs per canister.

TRIMMING SCISSORS
Trim facial hair, brows and false  
eyelashes with these professional  
stainless steel scissors.

ORANGEWOOD 
STICKS
These finely grained wooden sticks 
are ideal for applying false eyelashes. 3 
sticks per pack.



COVER CLOTH
Protect your clients' clothing 
with this lightweight washable 
cover cloth. Size measures 
57"L x 50"W for maximum 
coverage. 

APRON
Keep your outfit pristine 
while working in this 
comfortable pocketed apron. 
Convenient back ties and 
adjustable neck length make it 
the perfect choice for profes-
sionals.

BLACK STIPPLE SPONGE
Black synthetic stipple sponge is best used 
for special make-up effects. Its porous texture 
allows for stippling adhesives, alcohol-based 
inks and rubber mask grease paint. This 
sponge can be used to create bruises, scrapes 
and scratches, beard stubble effects and 
refining prosthetic sculptures.

ORANGE STIPPLE SPONGE
Orange synthetic stipple sponge is best used 
for special make-up effects. Its coarse and 
porous texture allows for stippling adhesives, 
alcohol-based inks and rubber mask grease 
paint. The large pores are great for creating 
capillaries, pock marks, bruising, or layering 
base colors to create realistic skin tones on 
prosthetic appliances or tattoo cover-ups. 
This synthetic stipple sponge can also be used 
to press skin-like textures into oil-based clay 
prosthetic sculptures.

CONTINUITY FACE CHARTS (50 SHEETS)

Note every detail while creating the ultimate make-up using 
custom designed Continuity Face Charts. The porous paper allows 
for realistic blending when using make-up or colored pencils. 
Available in three sizes: small (eye), medium (half-face) and large 
(full-face).

GLASS JAR
Clean brushes with ease in this 2 oz. 
glass jar. The wide opening accommo-
dates larger brush sizes. Comes with 
a screw cap for convenient storage of 
brush cleaner.

POWDER PUFFS
Create a flawless, matte finish using these 
soft velour puffs. Specifically designed 
to pick up and hold powder for an even 
application. Available in packs of 2 or 10.



Cases & BagsCases & Bags
MAKE-UP CASE SET
This durable, uniquely designed case is ideal for 
easy access to all your make-up related essentials. A 
must-have for every make-up artist, the sturdy set 
case is perfect for travel. Two clear pouches conven-
iently store a variety of make-up, tools, bottles and 
jars.

CLEAR POUCH
Transparent durable pouches store a variety of 
make-up tools, bottles and jars. Keeps supplies 
organized and fits into Pro Make-up Case or Set Bag. 
Available in two sizes.

SET BAG
This durable, uniquely designed bag is perfect for 
organizing all of your make-up related essentials 
in one place for easy access. The large center 
compartment is surrounded by handy pockets for 
storing bottles and cans. A must-have for every 
make-up artist.

3-N-1 BRUSH HOLDER
This custom designed holder boasts three convenient 
functions, each ideal for keeping brushes organized and 
protected. Wear it as a waist belt for work on the go, use 
it as a stand-up holder for easy access to tools or simply 
roll it up and store your brushes safely. Durable black 
belt has a protective flap and several pouches to hold 
brushes and other essentials.
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EYE COLOR
PALETTE #1

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Bone, Pixie, Pomegranate,  
Taupe, Semisweet, Onyx

EYE  COLOR
PALETTE #3

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Ice, Daisy, Pink Grapefruit,  
Galaxy, Deco, Tea Tree

EYE COLOR
PALETTE #5

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Opal Sky, Honeysuckle,  
Cajun Spice, Cashmere, 
Voodoo, Tinsel

EYE COLOR 
PALETTE #7

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Pink Illusion, Shamrock, 
Sunset, Wheat, Dulce de Leche, 
Sienna

CHEEK COLOR 
PALETTE #1

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Rose Petal, Soft Peach, Spark, 
Poppy, Garnet, Pumpkin

FOUNDATION  
PALETTE #1

Refillable and stackable palette
includes the following shades:
WB 2-5, CB 2-5

EYE COLOR
PALETTE #2

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades: 
Pyramid, Bronzed, Firebrick,  
Sedona, Velvetine, Smoked 
Sapphire

EYE COLOR
PALETTE #4

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Canvas, Chamois, Canyon,  
Berrywood, Graphite, Moss

EYE COLOR
PALETTE #6

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Appricot, Sunflower, Spanish 
Gold, Brownstone, Vineyard, 
Midnight

CONTOUR 
POWDER PALETTE

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Define, Shape, Chisel, Luster, 
Lemon Cream, Warmth

CHEEK COLOR 
PALETTE #2

Slim and refillable palette 
includes the following shades:
Glow, Rose Beige, Berry, 
Bubblegum, Russet, Brick

FOUNDATION  
PALETTE #2

Refillable and stackable palette
includes the following shades:
YG 1-3, GY 1-3, DC 5, DW 5



CORRECTOR
Creamy, pigmented correctors are designed to conceal skin imperfections. The ultimate 
cover-up for scars, blemishes, birthmarks, or dark under eye circles. Use alone or blend 
with cream or liquid foundations for a flawless, full coverage make-up.

HIGHLIGHT & SHADOW CREAM
Creamy highlights and shadows are perfect for contouring cheekbones or sculpting 
dimension into the face. Slim the face and highlight unwanted shadows with these versatile 
shades. 

EYEBROW CREAM PALETTE

Ideal for students and professionals, this slim refillable palette fits  
perfectly into a make-up kit.

Deep 
Brown

Corrector

Blue 
Corrector

#4 

Blue 
Corrector

#1 

Red
Corrector

#1 

Blue 
Corrector

#2 

Red
Corrector

#2 

Blue 
Corrector

#3 

Red
Corrector

#3 

Refill fits 1.5"
Refillable Compact
and a variety of
empty palettes

CORRECTOR PALETTE
Contains all eight shades and
is refillable and stackable

Refill fits 1.5"
Refillable Compact
and a variety of
empty palettes

Eyebrow Creams: Ash, Bark, Cinnamon, Straw
4-Hole Palette

HIGLIGHT/SHADOW CREAM PALETTE 
Contains all eight shades and
is refillable and stackable

Yellow Light LightOrange Light

Shading 1 Shading 2 Shading 3 Shading 4

Shading 5

EYEBROW DEFINING SET

The ultimate combination for conquering brows. 

Eyebrow Cream Refill, 1" Refillable  
Compact, Brush #220



LEADING LADY

This special collection of pro products delivers show-stopping glamour 
that is close-up ready. Make a dramatic entrance with four flattering, 
vibrantly pigmented Eye Colors that offer long-lasting color, and can be 
used dry or wet for a more intense look. Pucker up with an emollient 
rich, non-drying Satin Lipstick that leaves lips feeling soft and supple. 
This long-lasting classic red shade has a smooth, opaque matte finish – 
for the perfect pout.

Eye Colors: Bone, Bronzed, Semisweet, Taupe 
Lipstick: Lady Bug  // 4-Hole Palette

PICTURE PERFECT

Create a beautiful, long-lasting look with MUD’s Picture Perfect Make-Up 
Collection. It is stocked with all the essentials needed to achieve a flawless 
look for any big event. Create a smoky eye or go perfectly natural with 
four deeply pigmented Eye Colors in classic shades. Complement the eyes 
with illuminating cheekbones and a high gloss lip.

Eye Colors: Honeysuckle, PIxie, Brownstone, Espresso
Cheek Illuminator: Spark // Lip Gloss: Shine
4-Hole Palette // 1.5” Refillable Compact

CLASSIC SMOKY EYE

Whether you’re looking for a soft and natural daytime look or a bold and 
dramatic smoky eye, this versatile eye color and pencil collection is a 
must for any occasion.

Eye Colors: Dulce De Leche, Chamois, Espresso, Onyx 
Eye Pencil: Black  // 4-Hole Palette

ILLUMINATE COLLECTION
Illuminate palettes appeal to any skin tone ranging from light to dark. Each palette contains 
a light reflecting shade to enhance the cheeks along with two additional complimentary 
shades. No shades are duplicated across the palettes so they can be used together to create 
a variety of combinations and looks. The slim shape fits perfectly into any make-up kit or 
travel case.

SPARKLE
Define Contour Powder, Spark Cheek Illuminator,  
Chisel Contour Powder

MESMERIZE
Rose Petal Cheek Color, Luster Highlight Powder, 
Rose Beige Cheek Color

CAPTIVATE
Warmth Highlight Powder, Gingerbread Cheek Color,   
Shape Contour Powder
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Fine, tapered point is ideal for creating extremely thin lines EYES 
FX

Tapered point allows for a precise, even application of cake eyeliner EYES

Angled bristles are designed to create precise even lines BROWS   
EYES

Double sided, sharp angled bristles designed to create precise, natural 
looking hair strokes. Spoolie is ideal for grooming the eyebrows BROWS  

Small oval shaped bristles are ideal for eye color detail FACE   
EYES

Flexible oval shape allows for easy color application FACE   
EYES

Soft, full oval shape is ideal for blending eye colors EYES

Wide tapered bristles allow for quick and even coverage FACE   
EYES

Firm oval shape helps to blend and apply eye colors with control EYES

Soft domed bristles blend and buff out eye colors and correctors FACE   
EYES

Long textured bristles blend and soften eye colors in the crease of 
the eye EYES

Short dense bristles taper to a soft point for smudging or blending 
eye colors or pencils EYES

Soft curved bristles blend eye colors and correctors with ease FACE   
EYES

Long, tapered bristles are ideal for blending eye colors EYES

Dense, soft, short bristles are ideal for creating a smoky eye and 
blending eye colors in the crease EYES

Small, fan-shaped bristles allow for mascara coverage from the 
inner corner to the outer edge of the eyelashes EYES

Fine angle is ideal for applying cream products or liners EYES
FX

Tapered bristles are ideal for creating a precise lip line LIPS

Straight narrow edge is ideal for under the lash line EYES   
FACE

Straight tight edge helps to create and blend lines with precision  EYES   
FACE

Soft fan-shaped bristles are ideal for lightly dusting powder 
products to the cheeks or removing powder from under the eyes 
and other hard-to-reach areas

FACE

Dense bristles are angled for precise, controlled contouring FACE

Dense, dome-shaped bristles are ideal for gently gliding cheek 
colors, bronzers or illuminators onto the skin FACE

Ultra-soft bristles remove and deposit powder products with ease FACE

Squared, flexible bristles are versatile and easy to 
manipulate to achieve a variety of character looks FX

Ultra-fine bristles blend cream and liquid products smoothly and 
evenly around the face FACE

Ultra-soft and densely packed dome-shaped bristles blend and buff 
out cream, powder or liquid foundation effortlessly and flawlessly FACE

Ultra-soft tapered bristles are ideal for powdering under the eyes, 
contouring around the face and all around shaping FACE

#920 angle liner

#900 round liner

#100 round liner

#350 shadow blender

#600 blender/buffer

#610 blender

#625 precision blender

#630 shadow fluff

#210 angle liner

#220 eyebrow

#500 mini fan mascara

#330 shadow fluff

#300 shadow blender

#340 large oval

#320 oval shadow

#810 smudger

#800 crease

#310 lip

#510 duster

#720 powder

#700 cheek contour

#400 narrow flat

#940 foundation

#615 buffer

#620 shaping

#710 powder/blush

#910 stipple

#410 wide flat

These ultra-soft 

professional brushes  

are hand crafted  

in Italy using  

a proprietary blend  

of superior quality 

synthetic fibers  

and are 100% vegan 

and cruelty-free.

*Natural bristles



LARGE BRUSH SET

This 9-piece collection of professional quality brushes 
includes a variety of our most popular styles making 
it the ultimate starter set for working make-up artists 
and students. 

Set Includes the following brushes with a reusable 
EVA pouch:
#100, #220, #310, #330, #500, #615, #625, #630, #710

MEIDUM BRUSH SET

This 6-piece collection gives you the tools needed to 
create a full make-up look while fitting nicely into a 
cosmetic bag for travel.

Set Includes the following brushes with a reusable 
EVA pouch:
#220, #310, #330, #625, #630, #710

SMALL BRUSH SET

This 4-piece collection of core face and eye brushes is 
a must have for students, or can be an addition to an 
existing professional brush set. 

Set Includes the following brushes with a reusable 
EVA pouch:
#220, #330, #625, #710

BRUSH SETS
These thoughtfully selected brush sets are ideal for students or professionals  
who are just starting out or want to add to their existing brush kits.



Professional Professional 
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LARGE NEUTRAL FUNDAMENTALS KIT

SMALL LIGHT FUNDAMENTALS KIT SMALL DARK FUNDAMENTALS KIT

MEDIUM LIGHT FUNDAMENTALS KIT MEDIUM DARK FUNDAMENTALS KIT

FUNDAMENTAL KITS
 
Fundamental kits provide students and professionals with complete collections sized to 
meet the needs of the classroom, salon, and spa. These kits can be ordered in different 
shades, sizes, and foundation formulations. The kits are also tied to MUD’s online education.



PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT KIT

HIGH FASHION MAKE-UP KIT ESSENTIALS OF HAIRSTYLING KIT

BRIDAL MAKE-UP KIT STUDIO MAKE-UP KIT

BEAUTY ESSENTIALS KIT AIRBRUSH 1 KIT

STUDIO KITS
 
Studio Kits are tied to MUD’s Studio course programs offered at MUD Studios and Partner 
Schools. The kits can be purchased as part of an institution’s educational offering or for 
professional use.



Large Neutral Large Neutral 
FundamentalsFundamentals
KitKit

EYE COLORS

CHEEK COLORS

LIP PENCILS

EYE PENCILS

Natural Red

Black Taupe

LIPSTICKS

Rose Clay RusticLady Bug

Bone Pixie Pomegranate Semisweet OnyxTaupe

Pyramid Bronzed Firebrick Velvetine Smoked SapphireSedona

Rose Petal PoppySoft Peach GarnetSpark Pumpkin

LOOSE POWDER

Zero

MASCARA

Black

Eye Color Palette #1

Eye Color Palette #2

Cheek Color Palette #1



CREAM PALETTES

ACCESSORIES

Brush Belt

Palette Knife

Sponges x 2Clear Pouch

Mixing PaletteCotton Tip 
Applicators

Mascara Wands

Foundation #1

Corrector Palette

Foundation #2

220 310 330 625 630 710

BRUSHES 



Medium Light Medium Light 
FundamentalsFundamentals
KitKit

CHEEK COLORS LIPSTICKS

MASCARA

Rose Petal RusticSoft Peach

Black

L1

L4

M1

M3

Rose ClayLady Bug

LIP PENCIL EYE PENCIL

Natural Black

LIQUID FOUNDATIONS

BRUSHES

LOOSE POWDER

Zero

ACCESSORIES

Clear Pouch Mixing Palette1.5” Compact x 2 Powder Puffs 
(2 pk)

SpongesPalette Knife Mascara Wands

710

330

625

220

EYE COLORS

Bone Pixie Pomegranate Semisweet OnyxTaupeEye Color Palette #1



Medium Dark Medium Dark 
FundamentalsFundamentals
KitKit

CHEEK COLORS

Garnet Pumpkin

LIP PENCIL

Brick

LIQUID FOUNDATIONS

BRUSHES

ACCESSORIES

Clear Pouch Mixing Palette1.5” Compact x 2 Powder Puffs 
(2 pk)

SpongesPalette Knife Mascara Wands

710

330

625

220

MASCARA

Black

EYE PENCIL

Black

LOOSE POWDER

Zero

D1

D3

L4

M3

LIPSTICKS

RusticRose ClayLady Bug

EYE COLORS

Bone Pixie Pomegranate Semisweet OnyxTaupeEye Color Palette #1



Small LightSmall Light
FundamentalsFundamentals
KitKit

EYE COLORS

CHEEK COLOR LOOSE POWDER

CREAM PALETTE

MASCARA

Soft Peach Black Zero

EYE PENCIL

Black

LIPSTICK

Rose Clay

BRUSHES

ACCESSORIES

Clear Pouch Mixing Palette1.5” Refillable Compact Palette Knife Sponges

300

620

Foundation #1

Bone Pixie Pomegranate Semisweet OnyxTaupeEye Color Palette #1



Small DarkSmall Dark
FundamentalsFundamentals
KitKit

CREAM PALETTE BRUSHES

ACCESSORIES

Clear Pouch Mixing Palette1.5” Refillable Compact Palette Knife Sponges

300

620

Foundation #2

CHEEK COLOR LOOSE POWDERMASCARA

Russet Black Zero

EYE PENCIL

Black

LIPSTICK

Rustic

EYE COLORS

Bone Pixie Pomegranate Semisweet OnyxTaupeEye Color Palette #1



Beauty  Beauty  
EssentialsEssentials
KitKit

EYE COLORS

CHEEK COLORS

CAKE EYELINER

EYE PENCILS

Rose Petal

Black

Poppy

Soft Peach

Taupe

Garnet

Spark

Pumpkin

Bone Pixie Pomegranate

Semisweet OnyxTaupe

FirebrickPyramid Bronzed

Sedona Velvetine Smoked Sapphire

LOOSE POWDER PRIMER

Zero

MASCARA

Black

BROW FIX

ClearBlack + 1” Refillable CompactEye Color Palette #1

Eye Color Palette #2

Cheek Color Palette #1

FALSE EYELASHES



LIPSTICKS LIP PENCILS LIP GLOSS

Rose Clay Natural ShineLady Bug RedRustic

MAKE-UP CASE SETBRUSHES  BRUSH BELT

220 310 330 625 615630 500100710

CREAM PALETTES

ACCESSORIES

Double Point Cotton 
Tip Applicators

Glass Jar

Duckbill  
Clips

Mascara  
Wands

Eyelash 
Curler

Station 
Mats

Trimming  
Scissors

Palette  
Knife

Orangewood  
Sticks (3 pk)

Tweezers

Mixing  
Palette

Spray  
Bottle x 2

Powder  
Puffs (10 pk)

Pencil  
Sharpener

Cover  
Cloth

Sponges x 2

Foundation #1 CorrectorFoundation #2 Highlight / Shadow

BEAUTY BOOK & WORKBOOK



HD AIR PRO SET (22 SHADES)

WB 2

CB 2

YG 1

Red

WB 3

CB 3

YG 3

Blue

WB 4 DW 5

CB 4 CB 5

GY 2 GY 3

Sweet Cheeks Tulip

Shading 4

Mustard

Light

Olive Green

Black White

AIRBRUSH CLEANING STATION

DUAL ACTION AIRBRUSH

AIRBRUSH CLEANING SET

Airbrush 1Airbrush 1
KitKit



Bridal Bridal 
Make-upMake-up
KitKit

EYE COLORS

CONTOUR / HIGHLIGHT POWDERS

LIPSTICKS LIP PENCIL BRONZERCAKE EYELINER

EYE PENCIL

Define

Struck SunshineBrown + 1” Refillable Compact

Galaxy

Luster

Shape

Rich Brown

Deco

Lemon Cream

Chisel

Tea Tree

Warmth

Ice Daisy Pink Grapefruit

Sandy Beach Paradise Pucker

LOOSE POWDER

Buttercream

BRUSHES  

300 620 720 800

ACCESSORIES

Clear Pouch Continuity Chart SpongesEye Color Palette #3

Contour Powder Palette



Studio Studio 
Make-upMake-up
KitKit

EYE COLORS

CHEEK COLORS

LIPSTICKS LIP PENCIL

Glow

Ember

Berrywood

BubblegumRose Beige RussetBerry Brick

Canvas CanyonChamois MossGraphite

Charm Burlesque Lucky

LIP GLAZE

Magnolia

LOOSE POWDER

Suede

EYE PENCIL

Auburn

ACCESSORIES

Clear Pouch Powder Puffs 
(2 pk)

Sponges

Eye Color Palette #4

Cheek Color Palette #2



High Fashion High Fashion 
Make-up  Make-up  
TrendsTrends
KitKit

EYE COLORS

LIPSTICKS

Cashmere Voodoo TinselOpal Sky Honeysuckle Cajun Spice

LIP GLAZE

Cantaloupe

Blackberry Mai Tai Idol

LIP PENCIL

Aura

FALSE EYELASHES

103

EYE PENCIL COLOR CREME

Black Forest Sweet Cheeks

ACCESSORIES

105

Clear Pouch Sponges Powder Puffs 
(2 pk)

Eye Color Palette #5



Essentials  Essentials  
of Hairstylingof Hairstyling
KitKit

EYE COLORS

HAIR SUPPLIES

LIPSTICKS

Brownstone Vineyard MidnightApricot Sunflower Spanish Gold

Flirt Just Peachy Stargazer

BRUSHES HAIRSTYLING WORKBOOK

210

350

ACCESSORIES

Clear Pouch Set Bag

Wide Tooth  
Comb

Vent Brush 

Mini Hair  
Accessory Set

Hair Spray  
Bottle 10 oz

Paddle Brush  Round Brush  Styling Brush  Teasing Brush  

Hair Styling  
Comb/Pick

Heat Resistant 
Comb

Rat Tail  
Comb

Eye Color Palette #6



Portfolio Portfolio 
DevelopmentDevelopment
KitKit

EYE COLORS

DUAL FINISH PRESSED POWDERS

LIPSTICKS

LIP PENCILS

LOOSE POWDER

DFD 2 Peony

Shell

BrickDFM 2

Pink IllusionEye Color Palette #7 Shamrock Sunset Dulce de Leche Wheat Sienna

Havana Soleil Eggplant

FALSE EYELASHES

BRUSHES

201

EYE PENCIL

Vintage

ACCESSORIES

107 Clear Pouch Sponges

320

600

810




